Recording pattern reversal visual evoked response with the scanning laser ophthalmoscope.
We recorded visual evoked responses (VERs) to alternating, checkerboard pattern stimuli using the scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO). Retinal position and focus of checkerboard stimuli were monitored on the SLO video monitor throughout testing. Checkerboard size, check size, and retinal positions were varied. Consistent with other, well-established pattern reversal techniques, the SLO method produced: 1) reliable VERs with amplitudes of 2 to 10 microvolts, 2) maximum amplitudes at an intermediate check size for a fixed overall pattern size, and 3) variations in VER amplitude depending on stimulus retinal position relative to the fovea. Hence, the SLO-VER technique would be useful for clinical VER measurements when precise retinal stimulus position and focus are desired.